Greetings from IMA!

A flag is the pride of a country, organisation, office, clan, community, army, office of authority, industrial house or an individual. A waving flag brings about the strongest feeling of patriotism. IMA is proud of its flag and our National Flag.

The fluttering IMA flag also brings about a strong feeling of medical brotherhood.

It has been decided to request all our leaders and IMA members to include the IMA flag in the signatures of their Emails.

We request your kindself also to include the IMA flag in the default signatures of your emails and percolate this information down to all the members of your branch.

The softcopy of the “IMA Flag” can be downloaded by clicking here.

Google chrome Internet browser users, click here for the procedure to make the IMA flag your email signature.

Internet Explorer browser users, click here for the procedure to make the IMA flag your email signature.

Firefox Internet browser users, click here for the procedure to make the IMA flag your email signature.

We shall soon include the linking instructions for users of other devices like popular mobile phones and Tabs etc.
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